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	Page 1: Moles (Scapanus spp.) are small, insect-eating mammals that live underground in a vast network of interconnecting tunnels.  They create shallow tunnels just below the surface where they capture worms and insects.  They can eat some roots, bulbs, and other plant material, but the greatest problem caused by moles is their burrowing, which dislodges plants and dries out their roots.  In lawns, the mounds and ridges are unsightly and make lawn management more difficult. Moles have cylindrical bodies with slender, pointed snouts, and short, bare, or sparsely haired tails.  Their limbs are short and spade-like.  Their eyes are poorly developed and their ears are not visible.  The fur is short, dense, and velvety.  Moles have one litter of 3-4 young during early spring and are active throughout the year.Mounds and surface ridges are obvious indicators of the presence of moles.  More permanent tunnels are deeper underground and are usually about 2 inches in diameter and 8 to 12 inches below the surface. MANAGEMENTMoles can cause significant problems in landscape or garden areas, especially in lawns and the number of moles that can be tolerated in the landscape is usually quite low, sometimes even zero.  As soon as you see an active mound or surface runway, initiate appropriate control actions.  Once you have controlled damage, establish a system to monitor for reinfestation. Several control methods are available, but no simple method has proven fail-proof, so it may be necessary to use a combination of techniques. TrappingTrapping is the most universally applicable and dependable method of mole control.  Several different kinds of mole traps are available at hardware stores and nurseries.  Keep in mind that the best mole traps differ from those for pocket gophers; very few traps are effective for both animals.Mole traps are fairly expensive, so most people tend to buy only one.  Although one trap may solve the problem, increasing the number of traps will increase the speed and overall success of the trapping program.  In California, two major types of mole traps are most successful: the harpoon type and the scissor-jaw type.Understanding mole behavior helps improve the way you set your traps.  To be effective, the trap must be set to catch the mole underground.  When a mole’s sensitive snout encounters a foreign object in the burrow, the mole is likely to plug off that portion and dig around or under the object.  Therefore, traps 
	Page 2: should be set to straddle or encircle the tunnel, or be suspended above it. Before setting mole traps, determine which runways are currently in use.  Moles dig a system of deep tunnels that are more or less permanently used as well as a network of surface runs used for feeding.  Some of the surface tunnels are only temporary so they may not make a good trap set.  Moles are more likely to be trapped in the deep runways, which they reuse almost permanently. To determine where moles are active, tamp down short sections of surface runways and mounds.  Observe these areas daily and retamp any raised sections, making note of the areas of activity.  The selection of a frequently used runway is very important to the success of your trapping. RepellentsMany home remedies have been suggested to solve mole problems.  These remedies include placing irritating materials such as broken glass, thorny rose bush branches, bleach, mothballs, lye, castor oil, and even human hair in the burrow, in an effort to drive moles away.  Frightening devices such as mole-wheels, vibrating windmills, and whistling bottles or the gopher/mole plant (Euphorbia lathyris) are also commonly recommended in garden literature as repellents.  Various electrical soil-vibrating and/or sound-producing devices are frequently advertised for mole control, but their effectiveness is not supported by research.  None of these approaches has proved successful in stopping mole damage or in driving moles from an area.  Commercially available mole repellents have little data to prove that they are effective.Toxic BaitsBecause the mole’s main diet consists of earthworms and insects, poisoning with baits is not very effective. Other Control MethodsSome gardeners have found that moles can be detected by watching for "moving" ridges which appear when moles are digging surface runs.  If you can see such movements, try using a shovel or other garden tool to dislodge and dispatch the animal.People who have tried flooding moles out of an area or fumigating the tunnels with smoke/gas cartridges have had little success, but it may be worth trying if the effort is persistent.  In theory, if moles are deprived of their food supply, they will move to other areas.  Insecticide treatments to control soil insect pests may result in less food for moles. Wire mesh baskets will prevent the moles from heaving planted bulbs out of the ground, and wire mesh bottoms in raised beds will totally exclude moles.  Installing underground fencing will provide relief as long as the material lasts, but this is rarely practical.Today’s article is derived from UC Pest Note #74115 written by Vertebrate Pest Specialists.  It can be downloaded from http://ipm.ucdavis.edu and provides greater detail on trapping. 
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